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1. Overview

My research is primarily in algebraic topology. More precisely, I am interested
in homotopical approaches to higher categories (i.e. ∞-categories and more gener-
ally (∞, n)-categories), and their applications in topology, geometry, algebra, and
mathematical physics.

The formalism of ∞-categories provides a convenient framework for dealing sys-
tematically with homotopical or derived structures, which are becoming increas-
ingly important in many areas of contemporary mathematics. When working with
such structures, one must typically replace ordinary categorical constructions with
homotopy-coherent derived versions in order to get a meaningful answer. Dealing
with these homotopy-coherent algebraic or categorical structures is often far more
pleasant in the setting of ∞-categories than using older machinery such as model
categories or triangulated categories, particularly when considering more sophisti-
cated structures (for instance, one might otherwise have to check the commutativity
of an infinite hierarchy of increasingly complicated diagrams). The theory of ∞-
categories has a long prehistory going back to the 1970s (including important work
of Boardman–Vogt, Segal, and Dwyer–Kan), but has come to prominence during
the last decade with the work of Joyal and Lurie, which sets up ∞-categorical
equivalents of many basic notions and results familiar from ordinary categories.

Much of my current research concerns topological quantum field theories (or
TQFTs) and related higher algebraic and categorical structures. TQFTs were in-
troduced by Atiyah [Ati88] as a way of formalizing mathematically some partic-
ularly simple examples of quantum field theories constructed by Witten. Atiyah
originally defined an n-dimensional TQFT as a symmetric monoidal functor from
a category of (n− 1)-dimensional closed manifolds and cobordisms to some target
category, typically that of (complex) vector spaces. (Equipping the manifolds with
structures such as framings or orientations gives different flavours of TQFTs.)

One reason mathematicians became interested in TQFTs is that they lead to
interesting invariants of manifolds: an n-dimensional TQFT Z valued in vector
spaces assigns a complex number to any closed n-manifold (viewed as a cobordism
from ∅ to ∅). To compute this number for a manifold M we can cut M along suitable
submanifolds of codimension 1 and use the functoriality of Z. This is enough to
compute these invariants in very low dimensions (n ≤ 2). In higher dimensions,
however, we would like to be able to cut our manifolds in more flexible ways, for
example by choosing a triangulation of M , to make the invariants more computable.
This led to the notion of extended topological quantum field theories, which was
formulated by Baez and Dolan [BD95] using higher categories (building on earlier
work by, among others, Freed [Fre94] and Lawrence [Law93]).
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However, at the time of the work of Baez and Dolan the foundations for higher
category theory were not sufficiently developed for their ideas to be realized. Ap-
propriate foundations have only been developed during the past decade, in the work
of Barwick, Bergner, Joyal, Lurie, Rezk, and many others. This is the theory of
(∞, n)-categories (with ∞-categories as discussed above being the case n = 1).
Roughly speaking, an (∞, n)-category is a structure with objects, 1-morphisms
between objects, 2-morphisms between 1-morphisms, and so forth, but with all i-
morphisms invertible for i > n. Moreover, the composition of i-morphisms is not
strictly associative, but only associative up to a coherent choice of higher invertible
morphisms. Although at first glance this seems a very difficult idea to make pre-
cise, using homotopy theory we can set up notions of (∞, n)-category, such as the
iterated Segal spaces of Barwick [Bar05] and the Θn-spaces of Rezk [Rez10], that
are quite easy to work with in practice.

We can then define n-dimensional extended TQFTs as symmetric monoidal func-
tors from an (∞, n)-category whose objects are closed 0-manifolds and whose i-
morphisms are i-dimensional cobordisms with corners. In this more general setting,
Lurie was able to prove the Cobordism Hypothesis of Baez and Dolan (although so
far only a detailed sketch [Lur09] of the proof has appeared). This gives a complete
classification of framed TQFTs: an n-dimensional framed TQFT is classified by its
value on a point. Moreover, the objects that correspond to framed TQFTs admit an
algebraic characterization: they are precisely the n-dualizable (or fully dualizable)
objects.

The Cobordism Hypothesis holds with an arbitrary symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-
category as target, and so leaves open the question of what the appropriate targets
are for the interesting field theories that arise in physics and geometry. In [Hau17] I
constructed a family of symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-categories that might be called
the “higher Morita categories” of En-algebras — they generalize the Morita cate-
gory of associative algebras over a ring and bimodules between them. In current
work I aim to understand the TQFTs with this target algebraically and relate
them to geometric constructions of TQFTs via factorization homology; in work in
progress I also construct more general versions where enriched (∞, n)-categories
take the place of En-algebras. These higher algebraic structures also have fascinat-
ing connections to higher versions of Brauer groups and algebraic K-theory that I
hope to explore in future work. These projects are discussed in more detail in §2.

In [Hau14a], I constructed higher categories of iterated spans and proved that
all objects in these are fully dualizable, thus giving framed TQFTs; these can be
thought of as “classical” topological field theories. In ongoing work with Damien
Calaque and Claudia Scheimbauer we build on this to construct higher categories
of symplectic derived stacks and iterated Lagrangian correspondences. We also
explicitly construct the oriented TQFTs with this target. It is expected that in-
teresting examples of topological quantum field theories should arise by combining
these with a “quantization” or “linearization” functor from spans to some more
algebraic target. For symplectic chain complexes, this should pass through the
“higher BV quantization” I constructed with Owen Gwilliam [GH16]. This and
related work is discussed in more detail in §3.

Another part of my research concerns the theory of ∞-operads. Operads, orig-
inally introduced by May and Boardman–Vogt, are objects that describe and or-
ganize algebraic structures such as associative, commutative, and Lie algebras.
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The theory of ∞-operads, which has been introduced and substantially developed
by Lurie [Lur17], extends operads to the setting of ∞-categories and describes
homotopy-coherent algebraic structures. Such homotopy-coherent algebras have
long been of interest in algebraic topology, but the framework of ∞-operads both
clarifies their meaning and provides a far more flexible setting for working with
them.

In [CHH16], joint with Hongyi Chu and Gijs Heuts, we prove that two other
models for∞-operads, due to Barwick and Cisinski–Moerdijk, are equivalent; com-
bining this result with other comparisons in the literature it follows that all currently
known models for ∞-operads are equivalent. In ongoing joint work with Chu, we
build on this to set up a theory of enriched ∞-operads; such a theory seems nec-
essary, for instance, to understand Koszul duality for operads in greater generality
than over fields of characteristic 0. This and related work is discussed further in
§4.

2. TQFTs and Higher Algebraic Structures

The main result of my paper [Hau17] is a construction of higher categories of En-
algebras. These structures were first introduced by May [May72] and Boardman–
Vogt [BV73] and play a key role in the recognition theorem for n-fold loop spaces.
They were originally defined as the algebras for the so-called “little n-discs op-
erad”, which is defined using configuration spaces of points in Rn. From a higher-
categorical viewpoint, we can alternatively define E1-algebras to be associative
algebras, and then inductively take En-algebras to be associative algebras in En−1-
algebras — that these two definitions agree is the content of the Dunn–Lurie addi-
tivity theorem.

Theorem 1 (H.). Let C be a nice symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Then there
exists a symmetric monoidal (∞, n + 1)-category Algn(C) whose objects are En-
algebras in C, with 1-morphisms given by En−1-algebras in bimodules in C, 2-
morphisms by En−2-algebras in bimodules in bimodules in C, and so forth.

If C is an ordinary category of modules over a ring R, then for n = 1 this recovers
the usual Morita 2-category of associative R-algebras, bimodules, and bimodule
homomorphisms.

It is expected that all En-algebras are n-dualizable, and so by the Cobordism
Hypothesis determine n-dimensional framed TQFTs. In fact, these TQFTs ought to
be given by factorization homology. This is an invariant of n-manifolds constructed
from an En-algebra; it was first introduced by Lurie [Lur17] (and independently
by Andrade [And10]) as a topological version of the chiral homology of Beilinson–
Drinfeld [BD04], and later substantially developed by Francis and collaborators
[Fra13, AFR15, AFT17]. Work in progress by Calaque and Scheimbauer [Sch14]
gives an explicit construction of factorization homology as an extended TQFT, but
valued in a target that is itself constructed using factorization algebras to facilitate
this. In work in progress joint with Scheimbauer we aim to show that their target
is equivalent to the algebraic higher Morita category, by comparing both to an
intermediate version that uses operads built from configuration spaces of points in
certain simple stratifications of Rn. In this intermediate model it should also be
possible to extend Lurie’s proof that E1-algebras are dualizable to inductively give
an algebraic proof that all En-algebras are n-dualizable (thus giving an inexplicit
construction of the same TQFTs via the cobordism hypothesis).
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I am currently working on the most basic case of the comparison between the
algebraic and configuration space models, which would give a new proof of the
additivity theorem for En-algebras. A form of this statement was first shown by
Dunn [Dun88], but a homotopically satisfactory version was only recently proved by
Lurie [Lur17]. However, Lurie’s proof is quite complicated. Using Barwick’s [Bar13]
approach to the Boardman–Vogt tensor product together with work of Ayala and
Hepworth [AH14] and ideas of Batanin [Bat07], I aim to give a simpler proof of this
important result.

Though all En-algebras are n-dualizable, being (n + 1)-dualizable is a strong
finiteness hypothesis on an En-algebra — for n = 1, for instance, the 2-dualizable
E1-algebras are known to be precisely the ones that are smooth and proper. Lurie
has stated a criterion for (n+1)-dualizability in terms of the dualizability of certain
factorization homologies, and I expect that this should also be provable using the
configuration space model of the higher Morita category.

Among the (n + 1)-dualizable objects are the invertible objects, which are En-
analogues of (derived) Azumaya algebras. In [Hau17] I prove that the spaces of
these Azumaya En-algebras are related as we vary n:

Theorem 2 (H.). Suppose C is a nice symmetric monoidal∞-category. The spaces
of invertible objects in Algn(C) for increasing n give a sequence of deloopings that
starts with the Brauer and Picard spaces of C.

Thus these spaces assemble into a non-connective spectrum whose homotopy
groups are “higher Brauer groups”. One might optimistically hope that these are
related to étale cohomology groups, as has been proved in the case n = 1 by
Toën [Toë12] and Antieau–Gepner [AG14].

Motivation from physics (e.g. [Fre94,Kap10]) indicates that in general a TQFT
analogous to a physical quantum field theory should assign to a closed k-manifold
an (n−k−1)-category enriched in vector spaces, or more generally enriched in chain
complexes of vector spaces. In particular this includes the key known examples of
3-dimensional (non-extended) TQFTs: those of Turaev–Viro associated to spheri-
cal fusion categories [TV92, Tur10] and those of Reshetikhin–Turaev associated to
modular (braided) tensor categories [RT91]; extended versions of these have been
studied in [BDSPV15, DSPS13]. This suggests that a general target for TQFTs
should be a higher category of enriched n-categories. In [Hau16] I constructed this
in the case n = 1:

Theorem 3 (H.). Suppose C is a nice symmetric monoidal∞-category. Then there
exists an (∞, 2)-category of C-enriched ∞-categories with 1-morphisms bimodules
between them and 2-morphisms maps of bimodules.

This construction builds on the work in my thesis, where I set up a theory of
enriched∞-categories, for the main part joint with David Gepner [GH15,Hau15]. I
am currently working on extending the construction of higher Morita categories to
get more generally a symmetric monoidal (∞, n + 1)-category of enriched (∞, n)-
categories.

One can view En-algebras as enriched (∞, n)-categories with a single object
and a single i-morphism for i < n, so we can imagine that the TQFTs with this
target should be given by a generalization of factorization homology, taking as
input enriched (∞, n)-categories rather than just En-algebras. This idea has not
yet been made precise, but is prefigured in recent work of Ayala, Francis, and
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Rozenblyum [AFR15] and is related to the idea of blob homology introduced by
Morrison and Walker [MW12].

The projects discussed so far will require setting up some machinery in the
context of ∞-operads that should also have other applications. For instance, using
this it should be straightforward to get a description of the∞-operad whose algebras
are En-monoidal enriched∞-categories in terms of configuration spaces. Joint with
Sean Tilson, we hope to use the (well-known) homology of these spaces to describe
operations on the homology categories of En-monoidal dg-categories similar to those
on En−1-algebras in chain complexes.

3. Derived Symplectic Geometry and TQFTs

The formalism of TQFTs can also be used to describe analogues of classical
field theories. In such a theory we typically want to assign to a cobordism X a
space F(X) of “fields” on X (which might be some kind of (derived) stack); we can
restrict these fields to the boundary of X, so if X is a cobordism from M to M ′ we
should have a span

F(X)

F(M) F(M ′).

Moreover, the fields should be local on X, which we can interpret as assigning to
a composite cobordism a composite of spans given by taking a pullback. To make
fully extended TQFTs we want to have higher categories where the 2-morphisms are
spans of spans, and more generally the i-morphisms are i-fold spans. In [Hau14a]
I constructed such higher categories:

Theorem 4 (H.). Suppose C is an ∞-category with finite limits. There exists a
symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-category Spann(C) whose objects are the objects of C

and whose i-morphisms are i-fold spans in C. Moreover, all objects of Spann(C)
are fully dualizable.

(For n = 1 this construction is due to Barwick, and he has also constructed
similar (∞, n)-categories in unpublished work.)

I also construct (∞, n)-categories of iterated spans with higher-categorical local
systems, and prove that under reasonable hypotheses all objects are again fully
dualizable. This gives the “classical” TQFTs considered by Freed, Hopkins, Lurie,
and Teleman [FHLT10].

For a more sophisticated TQFT version of classical field theories we might want
to incorporate analogues of the symplectic structures that typically occur in clas-
sical physics. A theory of symplectic and Lagrangian structures on derived alge-
braic stacks has been developed by Pantev, Toën, Vaquié, and Vezzosi [PTVV13],
which in particular gives a notion of Lagrangian correspondences between derived
stacks. In [Hau14a] I use their theory to construct an ∞-category of symplectic
derived stacks, with morphisms given by Lagrangian correspondences, and show
that all objects are dualizable (this can be interpreted as a realization of Wein-
stein’s “symplectic category”, albeit in a completely algebraic setting); in joint
work with Calaque and Scheimbauer we have extended this to a construction of
(∞, n)-categories where the higher morphisms are given by a notion of iterated
Lagrangian correspondences:
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Theorem 5 (Calaque–H.–Scheimbauer). There exist symmetric monoidal (∞, n)-
categories Lags(∞,n) with objects s-shifted symplectic derived stacks and i-morphisms

i-fold Lagrangian correspondences. Moreover, all objects of Lags(∞,n) are fully du-
alizable.

For n = 2 a bicategorical version of Lags
(∞,2) has also been constructed by

Amorim and Ben-Bassat [ABB16].
Building on this, we are currently finishing up an explicit construction of ori-

ented TQFTs with this target using the AKSZ construction [AKSZ97] of symplectic
structures on mapping stacks (implemented in this setting by Pantev–Toën–Vaquié–
Vezzosi):

Pretheorem 6 (Calaque–H.–Scheimbauer). If X is an s-shifted symplectic derived
stack, then there exist symmetric monoidal functors of (∞, n)-categories

Bordor
(∞,n) → Or0(∞,n)

AKSZX−−−−−→ Lags(∞,n),

where Or0(∞,n) is an (∞, n)-category of oriented derived stacks and iterated cospans,

the first functor takes an oriented cobordism to its underlying homotopy type (viewed
as a locally constant stack) with its orientation, and the second functor is a func-
torial version of the AKSZ construction.

Given such a classical TQFT one might hope that it can be “quantized” by
composing with a functor to a higher category of more algebraic objects. In general
there may well be obstructions to such quantizations, but in the linear case, i.e.
for chain complexes with symplectic forms, this should be possible using a functor
of “linear Batalin–Vilkovisky quantization” I constructed in joint work with Owen
Gwilliam:

Theorem 7 (H.–Gwilliam). There is a symmetric monoidal functor of∞-categories

BVQ: Quad1(A)→ Mod(A)∗,

where A is a commutative dg-algebra over a field of characteristic 0, Quad1(A) is
an ∞-category of A-modules equipped with 1-shifted antisymmetric bilinear forms,
and Mod(A)∗ is an ∞-category of pointed A-modules.

This functor is defined as a derived and shifted version of the Weyl quantization
of symplectic vector spaces. It can be combined with the higher Morita category
to get a symmetric monoidal functor of (∞, n)-categories

Algn(Quad1(A))→ Algn(Mod(A)∗).

The missing step is a functor from the linear version of Lagn−1
(∞,n) to Algn(Quad1(A)).

We expect that Algn(Quad1(A)) in fact has as objects A-modules with (1 − n)-
shifted forms and as objects coisotropic correspondences, etc., so such a functor
should intuitively be given by taking duals; we hope to address this conjecture in
future work. More generally, there should be a functor from Lagn−1

(∞,n) to an (∞, n)-

category of derived stacks with Poisson structures as introduced in [CPT+15], and
morphisms given by coisotropic cospans as in [MS16].

Another related project builds on a recent preprint of Brav and Dyckerhoff [BD16],
where they introduce a notion of (relative) Calabi–Yau structures on (morphisms of)
dg-categories. This notion is very much parallel to that of symplectic derived stacks
(and Lagrangian morphisms) and in forthcoming work Brav–Dyckerhoff will prove
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that the “moduli of objects” construction of Toën–Vaquié [TV07] gives symplec-
tic derived stacks from dg-categories with Calabi–Yau structures and Lagrangian
morphisms from morphisms with relative such structures. I expect that the formal
analogy with the symplectic story can be exploited to construct (∞, n)-categories
of iterated Calabi–Yau cospans, with the moduli of objects construction giving a
functor to Lags

(∞,n).

4. Higher Operads

The theory of ∞-operads, as developed by Lurie [Lur17], is a very powerful
framework for working with homotopy-coherent algebraic structures. Alternative
models for ∞-operads include the dendroidal sets of Moerdijk and Weiss [MW07],
the dendroidal Segal spaces of Cisinski and Moerdijk [CM13], and the complete
Segal operads of Barwick [Bar13]. A key open problem in this area has been to show
that these different models, in particular Lurie’s model and the dendroidal models,
are equivalent. This was partially proved by Heuts, Hinich, and Moerdijk [HHM14],
but their comparison is restricted to operads without units. In [CHH16], I proved
with Hongyi Chu and Gijs Heuts that the∞-category of Barwick’s (complete) Segal
operads is equivalent to that of the (complete) dendroidal Segal spaces of Cisinski
and Moerdijk. Combining this with other comparison results in the literature, this
implies:

Theorem 8 (Chu–H.–Heuts, Barwick, Cisinski–Moerdijk). All known models for
∞-operads are equivalent.

The theory of ∞-operads currently only deals with operads enriched in spaces.
For many applications, however, it is useful to have a more general theory of en-
riched operads, with particular cases of interest being operads enriched in spectra
and in chain complexes. To some extent one can work with these using model-
categorical models, but as the model structures are often poorly behaved (even for
operad algebras in chain complexes when the base ring is not a field of characteristic
zero), a theory of enriched ∞-operads is desirable. In work with Hongyi Chu that
is nearing completion we will introduce such a theory, using enriched versions of
both Barwick’s model and the dendroidal models of ∞-operads (which we prove to
be equivalent). We also show that when we enrich in the ∞-category coming from
a nice symmetric monoidal model category then the resulting homotopy theory is
equivalent to that of strictly enriched operads.

An often useful description of operads is that they can be defined as monoids
in the category of symmetric sequences equipped with the “composition product”.
(More precisely, this gives operads with one object, but there are natural variants
for many-object operads.) In joint work with David Gepner and Joachim Kock we
give the first ∞-categorical analogue of this description. We set up a theory of
polynomial functors in the ∞-categorical setting, and study polynomial monads,
which are monoids in an∞-category of polynomial endofunctors under composition.
Our main result is:

Pretheorem 9 (Gepner–H.–Kock). The ∞-category of ∞-operads is equivalent to
that of polynomial monads.

Polynomial endofunctors of the ∞-category of spaces are symmetric sequences,
and the composition of endofunctors gives the composition product, so this does
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indeed generalize the classical description of 1-object operads (and similarly the
analogous description in the many-object case).

Next, we intend to extend this to show that enriched polynomial monads, suit-
ably interpreted, also give a model for enriched ∞-operads. We believe this model
will be a good setting for developing an∞-categorical version of Koszul duality (as
required, for instance, in the work of Francis and Gaitsgory [FG12]).
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